
Is our data  
ready? 
 
 

  Is my organization collecting 
the high-quality information we 
need based on the outcomes we 
want to achieve?

  Is that information 
formatted, stored and managed 
in a way that’s easily accessible?

  Can agencies share 
data seamlessly across 
organizational lines? 

Is our environment 
secure? 

  Is my cybersecurity strategy 
comprehensive and agile 
enough to rapidly respond to 
threats and mitigate attacks?

  Has my organization 
embraced a modern 
cybersecurity framework 
that incorporates Zero-Trust 
principles and strong identity 
and access management 
(IAM) controls? 

  Does my workforce have the 
right security skills it needs to 
ensure strong cyber resilience?

Do we have the right 
funding in place? 

  Has my organization 
identified the right use cases 
and desired outcomes for 
investing in AI? 

  Does my team fully 
understand how to access 
federal funding streams, such as 
the $1.2 trillion Infrastructure 
Investment and Jobs Act 
(IIJA), including all formula-
based awards, competitive 
grant processes and 
application deadlines?

  Do we have a long-
term strategy to manage 
and maintain technology 
investments after initial one-
time funding sources subside?

Do we have an 
implementation plan? 
 
 

  Has my organization 
developed a robust technology 
implementation strategy 
that aligns with a long-term 
enterprise-wide vision as well  
as specific priorities for 
adopting AI?

  Are we providing the 
necessary training and 
professional development 
for staff to understand and 
optimize new solutions  
and tools? 

  Have we engaged with 
a strategic partner to help 
accelerate adoption by 
providing guidance and project 
management assistance?
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Microsoft is committed to developing solutions that enable state and local government organizations to transform 
operations at the accelerated pace required to deliver modern mission outcomes. Learn how to leverage  
AI to digitally transform your organization’s operations and serve your communities at a higher level at  
AI Business School Artificial Intelligence Courses — Microsoft AI.

Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and other emerging technologies have tremendous potential 
to transform the public sector. To prepare for adoption of these technologies – to make themselves more 
AI-enabled and future-ready – state and local governments must first confront key questions. Here is a 
checklist of what to consider as you prepare to embrace AI. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-business-school?rtc=1#primaryR11

